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This monTh,
we’re seeing
red … in every
sizzling shade

The white
T-shirt

Red lipstick
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BODY
BEAUTIFUL

Seven classic wardrobe essentials

The most iconic make-up must-have?
A bold red lipstick, of course! There’s
nothing quite like this look-at-me hue
for an instant confidence boost. From
blue-based, postbox reds that will make
your teeth appear whiter to bright coral
reds with an orange undertone, there is
a shade of red out there to suit every
skin colour. Let your lips do all the talking
by pairing a dramatic lip with subtle,
neutral-toned eyes and cheeks.

BONGI’S
FAVE

This page: T-shirt R160,
Exact, pants R450 and
shoes R450, both Foschini;
Dress R199, Exact; shoes
R280, Foschini

Fashion: Sharné Cupido; Photography: Courtesy Images

BONGI’S
FAVE

Denim
on denim:
wearing it
right with
two different
shades of
denim

Dress
R699

All available at selected Foschini stores
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Visit tfgclub.co.za for more beauty tips

Revlon Super Lustrous
Lipstick in Fire & Ice, R159

Rimmel The Only One Lipstick
in Best Of The Best, R119.95

WARDROBE
BUILDER

‘if you’re sad,
add more lipstick
and attack.’
– Coco Chanel

Londen wears:
Shirt R240, jeans
R240 and shoes
R199, all Exact
Lily wears: Dress
R180 and shoes
R110, all Exact

2016/12/13 11:43 AM

There’s no denying that wearing such
a vibrant shade on your lips will turn
heads, so prep your pout and get your
lippy on point. First exfoliate your lips
with a damp cloth to gently buff away
dead skin cells, then apply a hydrating
lip balm. Allow the formula to sink in,
then dab a small amount of concealer
or foundation over the surface of the
lips to create a blank canvas. Carefully
line your lips with a lip liner matching
the shade of your lipstick, then use a
lip brush to fill them in with your lipstick
of choice. To boost the staying power,
dab off any excess lipstick, blot with
translucent powder and then apply
another coat.

for optimal
comfort, pick a
creamy formula
over a matt
version

INVESTMENT
BUY
Lancôme L’Absolu
Rouge Cream Lipstick
in Caprice, R399

Red lipstick in slick, compact packaging
and smooth, creamy textures has not
always been as readily available as it is
now. For centuries, women have been
experimenting to create the perfect
ruby stain, and this can be traced as
far back as 3000 BCE, when ancient
Mesopotamians crushed gemstones to
decorate their lips. Cleopatra and the
Egyptians promptly followed suit by
using a concoction of beetles, ants and
beeswax. Fast-forward to the 1950s
when Hollywood stars such as Marilyn
Monroe and Elizabeth Taylor quickly
popularised this dramatic colour. Today,
celebrities such as Gwen Stefani and
Taylor Swift rock red lipstick as their
signature look. It’s quite clear that the
crimson lip is here to stay. C

All available at selected Foschini stores
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Food
made
simple
Tumbler
R55
@home

ife
uide

Note: If you
are not braaiing,
you can toast the
marshmallow over
a small flame or
with a kitchen
blowtorch instead.

ice cream
dream

to serve

FAMILY VALUES

‘Motherhood has changed me in so
many ways, it’s hard to narrow down
its benefits. It has put everything into
perspective for me. I am so blessed to
be able to have kids, and being a mom
has shown me how vulnerable I now
am – with my heart beating outside my
body in these two little people. It’s the
most humbling experience. And I’ve also
realised how much sleep deprivation
I can handle!’

1 cup cake flour
½ cup rolled oats
⅓ cup white sugar
½ tsp salt
80g butter

1 cup white sugar
¾ cup water
½ cup granadilla pulp
Zest of 1 lemon
1L vanilla ice cream
12–18 marshmallows
4–6 sugar cones

1 Scoop the ice cream into the cones,
drizzle with the remaining syrup and
top with toasted marshmallows.

IngredIents
For the ice cream

For the crumble

Method
For the ice cream

IngredIents

Method

celeb
profile
4 ripe red plums, cut into chunks
Zest and juice of 1 orange
½ cup white sugar
½ cup water
½ tsp vanilla essence
1L vanilla ice cream

Granadilla sundaes with
toasted marshmallows

1 Cook the sugar, water, granadilla pulp
and lemon zest in a pot over low heat,
stirring until the sugar is dissolved. Bring
to a boil. Cook for 10–15 minutes until
the liquid is slightly reduced.
2 Microwave the ice cream for 2 minutes
to soften slightly.
3 Stir half the syrup through the ice
cream. Freeze for 2–4 hours until firm.
4 Toast the marshmallows.

Adidas
Performance
Backpack
R379
Duesouth

Plum and orange
crumble sundaes

serves
4–6

Serves
6–8

1 Place the plums, orange zest and
juice, sugar, water and vanilla essence
in a pot. Bring to a simmer over medium
heat, stirring constantly.
2 Cook until the plums disintegrate
and the mixture thickens slightly. This
should take 15–20 minutes. Set aside
to cool.
3 Microwave the ice cream for 2 minutes
to soften slightly.
4 Stir most of the plum syrup (reserve
some for serving) through the ice cream.
Freeze for 2–4 hours until firm.

For the crumble

1 Preheat the oven to 180°C. Grease a
baking tray or line it with baking paper.
2 Place all the ingredients in a bowl. Use
your fingertips to rub the butter into the
dry ingredients until the mixture just
comes together to form crumbs.
3 Spoon the crumble mixture on to
a baking tray in a smooth layer. Bake
for 10–15 minutes, until light golden in
colour. Set aside to cool completely.

to serve

Jo-Ann Strauss
The many faces of the renowned personality, mother and Unicef ambassador

FACT FILE

• Born and raised in Cape Town, Jo-Ann went on to study at Stellenbosch
University and graduated with a BCom degree in law.
• In 2000, she was crowned Miss South Africa, and went on to represent the

see page 69
for detaiL
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HISTORY LESSON

Essence Long-lasting Lipstick
in All You Need Is Red, R49.95

Bag
R499

Opposite page: Shirt
R350 and pants R450,
both Foschini
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MAKE IT LAST

Text: Tracy Branfield; Photography: HSMimages.co.za, Courtesy Images

Put your
best fashion
foot forward

Top
R299

y basics

you
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Beauty
item
of the
month

The little
black dress

The
white
shirt

‘being a mom
has shown me
how vulnerable
i now am. it’s the
most humbling
experience. i’ve also

HELPING OTHERS

‘I feel incredibly honoured to be a
Unicef ambassador, and do my best
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